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Two open-source solvers, Eilmer and hyFoam, are here considered for their performance
in simulating high-speed flows in different flow conditions and geometric configurations
typical of propulsive systems at supersonic speeds. The goal is to identify the open-source
platform providing the best compromise between accuracy, flexibility and computational
cost to eventually simulate the flow fields inside ramjet and scramjet engines. The differences in terms of discretization and solution methods of the selected solvers are discussed in
terms of their impact on solution accuracy and computational efficiency and in view of the
aerothermodynamic analysis and design of future trans-atmospheric propulsive systems.
In this work steady state problems are considered. Numerical results of two scramjet type
engines demonstrated a similar predictive capability of both codes in non-reacting conditions. These results highlight their potential to be considered for further characterization
of overall engine performance.
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I.

Introduction

The future of access-to-space systems is faced with many technical and economic challenges. Re-usability
has become a main paradigm in the aerospace and space industry as exemplified by the recent Falcon 9
program of SpaceX and the constraints imposed by such requirements further increase the complexity of
the design process. Over the years different design solutions have been proposed to realize reliable and
cost-effective systems. Canonical solutions for access-to-space systems based on two-, or multi-stage-to-orbit
designs improved efficiency while allowing for some degree of re-usability.1, 2 The technology of combined
cycle propulsion (CCP) systems has allowed switching between different propulsion technologies in a way to
ensure the most efficient flight path as exemplified by Marquardt’s conceptual design of the Supercharged
Ejector RamJet (SERJ) engine.3 A recent study conducted by NASA showed how rocket-based combined
cycle (RBCC) and turbine-based combined cycle (TBCC) engines are technologies that could enable highlyefficient access to space and future airliner propulsion systems preserving full re-usability.4
The concept of combining together different propulsive systems to optimize the performance according to
the operational regime is key to the development of future vehicles. Along this perspective, engineering optimized systems for the atmospheric high-Mach segment of the flight path is crucial. Ramjet and supersonic
combustion ramjet (scramjet) technologies are constantly being studied to target specifically the supersonic
and hypersonic regimes thanks to their favourable specific impulse at high Mach numbers. Designing and
testing such advanced systems demands the ability to fully control the complex flow physics of these systems. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and experimental testing have seen great advances through
the years in terms of reliability and accuracy. However, in the case of supersonic and hypersonic regimes,
realistic high-enthalpy conditions can only be maintained and thus measured in experimental facilities for
a very short time, in the order of milliseconds,5, 6 and the numerical approach still remains as the primary
analysis tool to cover the operating regimes of scramjets in a consistent manner. CFD methods targeting
the solution of the flow field inside supersonic engines are faced with the challenges to address internal flows
dominated by complex shock wave patterns, shock-wave boundary layer interaction (SWBLI), separation
and most importantly supersonic combustion which, in many cases, is characterized by finite rate chemistry.
Inaccurate predictions of shock positions and separation locations can lead to unreliable results when reactions are activated putting at risk the success of the entire design process.
A variety of CFD solvers are present in the literature for the simulation of high-speed air-breathing engines. These include REACTMB,7, 8 WIND-US,9, 10 TAU-code,11 VULCAN12, 13 and the recent SU2.14, 15
OpenFOAM16 is a well-established open platform in the scientific community. Supersonic combustion studies
with OpenFOAM-based solvers include the work of Chapuis,17 Fureby,18 Dröske19 and Makowka.20 Unfortunately the latter OpenFOAM implementations are not yet fully open-source. The OpenFOAM-based
hyFoama and its variant with a two-temperature model hy2Foam,21, 22 are solvers developed at the University of Strathclyde with the purpose of studying external aerodynamics in re-entry flows around vehicles
characterized by high-temperatures effects.
An interesting recent open-source software targeting specifically compressible and potentially chemically
reacting flow is Eilmerb . It is a solver developed at the University of Queensland. Gollan and Jacobs23
discussed the main features of Eilmer and validated the solver with several test cases. Chan et al.24 presented the validation of the implemented k-ω model in Eilmer with test cases representative for parts of the
flow fields inside scramjet engines. Other studies with Eilmer for non-reacting conditions include supersonic
cavity flows,25, 26 hypersonic SWBLI27 and scramjet combustors.28 In reacting conditions the solver has
been used for combustion in narrow channels by Kang et al.29
This work represents a first step towards the formulation and implementation of an open-source simulation platform for supersonic and hypersonic propulsion systems where high-fidelity CFD approaches will
be coupled with a mission profile analyzer/optimizer to accurately explore the behavior of the propulsion
system over a wide range of operating and environmental conditions. Along this perspective, the choice of
the most suitable open-source CFD solver that balances accuracy and computational cost is an important
a https://github.com/vincentcasseau/hyStrath
b http://cfcfd.mechmining.uq.edu.au/eilmer3.html
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factor. The present work presents a comparative assessment of hyFoam and Eilmer for internal supersonic
flows to help identify those characteristics of the flow solvers needed to efficiently realize further developments in the open-source simulation framework. As a preliminary step towards this objective, this work will
be focusing only on steady state problems.
The material is presented as follows. Section II describes the governing equations for fluid flows followed
by the main differences between the two solvers. Eventually a series of the test cases will be discussed in
Section III including proper validation with available reference data. This section will also include results
and finally conclusions and future work are detailed in Section IV.

II.

Physical Modelling and Numerical Approaches

The aim of this work is to assess the predictive capability of Eilmer and hyFoam for scramjet type
geometries with a main focus on the accuracy. Results will be influenced by the choice of the discretization
schemes and by the models adopted for the different terms appearing in the system of conservation equations.
II.A.

Governing Equations

The flow established in scramjets is addressed by means of the Navier-Stokes augmented with the conservation
equations for each chemical species that constitutes the air-fuel mixture
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where ρ̄, ρ̄ũj , ρ̄Ẽ, ρ̄Ỹs are respectively density, momentum, total energy per unit volume and partial densities of the species s (s=1,. . .,N). The symbols x̄ and x̃ represent respectively the time and Favre average.
Equations 1 to 4 are written in such a way that those terms which require modeling are indicated at the
right-hand side. The system of conservation equations for a turbulent chemically reacting flow needs extensive modeling. A comprehensive overview of the modeling practice for supersonic internal flows can be found
in the work of Baurle and the interested reader is referred to the literature.30 In the following paragraphs
the main differences in such modeling between the selected solver will be addressed.
II.B.

Eilmer and hyFoam: physical and numerical modeling

Thermochemistry A thermally perfect gas is usually assumed in ramjet and scramjet flows where the
heat capacities are temperature dependent. In hyFoam the species heat capacities are obtained by adding
the contributions of the different energy modes.21 The same is applied for the total energy. Eilmer31 adopts
temperature dependent species heat capacities and energies that are evaluated with the polynomial curve
fits of McBride and Gordon.32 The polynomials rely on coefficients that are species dependent and for this
purpose the CEA232 library from NASA is used. Given the relatively low temperatures in the targeted
applications, the different approach is not expected to greatly impact the flow predictions.
Transport properties The viscosity µs and thermal conductivity κs of each species is temperature
dependent. In both hyFoam and Eilmer, CEA2 curve fits are used.32 For the mixture values the former
solver uses Wilke’s mixing rule33 while the latter adopts a variant of this same rule.31
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Turbulence model In scramjet flows SWBLI are important features and the turbulence model will play
a major role in dealing with it. The linear eddy viscosity two-equation k − ω turbulence model is the
base model for both solvers even if a different variant of it is implemented, and thus available, in each
one of them. Eilmer uses Wilcox’s 2006 k − ω model24, 34 while hyFoam adopts Menter’s Shear Stress
Transport (SST) variant.35–37 The two-equation models approach is commonly adopted for hypersonic
propulsion CFD.38 This trend follows from the larger range of applicability and suitability for complex
geometries in comparison to e.g. one equation models without drastically increasing the computational
cost.30 The development of the SST model was motivated by the sensitivity of the k-ω model to freestream
turbulence properties. Away from walls the model uses a k- turbulence formulation and switches to k-ω
when approaching physical boundaries. In a SWBLI study reported by Georgiadis et al.38 the SST model
had a tendency to overpredict the flow separation when comparing with experimental PIV data and other
turbulence models (no comparison with 2006 k-ω). Over the years the freestream sensitivity limitation of
the k-ω has been addressed and improvements have been made. The improvements in the 2006 version
implemented in Eilmer include: reduced freestream sensitivity, improved behavior for compression corners
and hypersonic SWBLI and the capability to handle free shear flows.34 For this latter model the importance
of the stress limiter parameter in predicting separation was demonstrated by Wilcox34 and confirmed by
Chan et al.24 and reasonable agreement with wall pressure data was observed. This version is capable
of similar performances as Menter’s SST model and the effect of the choice in each solver will be closely
observed in the comparison test cases with special attention to separation in SWBLI regions.
The Finite Volume Discretization Both solvers adopt a Finite Volume discretization for the governing equations where the inviscid and viscous fluxes are treated separately. The main difference between
Eilmer and hyFoam is observed in the evaluation of the inviscid fluxes. In Eilmer the inviscid fluxes are
obtained with a so-called adaptive method which switches between the Equilibrium Flux Method (EFM)
and an Advection Upstream Splitting Method combining difference and vector splitting (AUSMDV). The
EFM method39 is used in the vicinity of shock waves and being derived from the kinetic theory is inherently
upwind which makes it suitable for highly compressible flows. In the other regions Wada and Liou’s40 AUSMDV method is preferred due to its less dissipative character. The AUSM-family schemes have received
much attention in the CFD community thanks to the wide range of applicability from low to high Mach
number and to multiphase flows.41 In a comparison study by Coratekin et al.42 the authors observed a
better performance of the AUSMDV scheme in hypersonic flow conditions compared to the original AUSM
scheme and Roe’s flux difference splitting scheme. Eilmer uses explicit time-stepping on structured grids.
The hyFoam is an unstructured solver developed in OpenFOAM 2.3 originating from two available solvers:
rhoCentralFoam and reactingFoam. This latter is a combustion solver that has multi-species libraries while
rhoCentralFoam is a single-species density-based compressible solver which makes use of the central-upwind
schemes of Kurganov and Tadmor.43, 44 The use of these flux schemes for propulsive supersonic flow problems has not yet been thoroughly evaluated. The motivation of Kurganov and Tadmor43, 44 in introducing
a central scheme lies in the fact that the method does not rely on the specific eigenstructure of the problem. The central-upwind character follows from the calculation of a weighting coefficient that uses one-sided
local speeds of propagation. Greenshield et al.45 implemented the method within OpenFOAM and similar
predictions to a Roe solver were obtained for the separation region on a hypersonic flow over a double cone
configuration. The implementation combines an explicit predictor step for the convection of the conserved
variables followed by an implicit corrector step for the diffusion of primitive variables.
The numerical approach in hyFoam has been validated for laminar supersonic and hypersonic steady
state flows but has not yet been used in conjunction with turbulent models. It has the potential to extend
its scope to address scramjet-like internal flows in an unsteady fashion and the choice of the OpenFOAM
framework could benefit from the contribution of the wide OpenFOAM community. This includes turbulent
modelling, Finite Volume discretization approach, limiting functions and parallelization. The hyFoam offers
the possibility to use unstructured grids but to the knowledge of the authors the use of Kurganov and Tadmor’s scheme has not been validated by other OpenFOAM studies with such grids. Eilmer on the contrary
has been widely assessed and validated for turbulent problems representative of scramjet internal aerothermodynamics but has a more restricted developers community compared to OpenFOAM. The developments
are however targeted to the specifics of high speed internal and external flows which is not the case in the
OpenFOAM framework. With regard to the final objective, Eilmer and hyFoam possess the capabilities to
be considered for further studies in scramjets flow physics and performance. Current limitations in Eilmer
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are the structured and the explicit character of the code. Unstructured grids allow more complex geometries
to be simulated and can become a necessity when Rectangular-to-Elliptic-Shape-Transition scramjet28 types
are considered. Explicit solvers are known to increase the computational cost in steady state problems. A
new version of the Eilmer codec46 is currently being developed which will address both limitations. This
study will do a thorough investigation of the above introduced numerics and model choices for the flows of
interest on Cartesian grids.

III.

Test Cases

Results refer to two test cases available in the literature for typical propulsive applications: the first is
from Lorrain6 and the second is from Smayda et al.47 All simulations have been made considering the same
grid for the different solvers, thus allowing a grid-independent comparison.
III..1.

Lorrain’s Scramjet

The scramjet’s internal flow is dominated by shock wave reflections interacting with boundary layers. This
test case asses the capability of both CFD solvers in predicting a shock train and allows evaluation of the
numerical diffusion of the spatial discretization schemes. The selected scramjet geometry is a test case
investigated by Lorrain et al.6, 48 in the University of Queensland’s T4 hypersonic piston-driven shock
tunnel. It is a specific type of scramjet engine which relies on the concept of radical farming and has been
introduced within the the SCRAMSPACE I project.49 The same geometry has previously been simulated
with OpenFOAM 2.1 d by Mogavero et al.50 using the Weighted Average State (WAS) method.51 Since
the development of this solver called rhoFoam, OpenFOAM has had major changes in the thermophysical
modeling.
Problem formulation Figure 1 shows the geometry and boundary conditions used by Lorrain et al.6 for
study of the finite-rate chemistry mechanisms governing the combustion process with CFD++.52 As it can
be seen in the upper representation, the full geometry consists of an inlet (sharp leading edge) with two ramps
leading to the constant area combustor which terminates in an exit nozzle. As a numerical demonstration,
a premixed configuration (lower representation) was also studied. Lorrain aimed at investigating shock and
expansion wave structures as well as boundary layer viscous heating effects. The test case has been simulated
in three different conditions6
a. A full geometry (upper part of Figure 1) with only air as a working fluid.
b. A frozen hydrogen fueled simulation with only the combustor and nozzle (lower part of Figure 1).
c. A reacting hydrogen fueled simulation with only the combustor and nozzle (lower part of Figure 1).

Figure 1: The geometry considered for scramjet CFD simulations6 with top: for fuel-off case, bottom: for
frozen and combusting case
c https://bitbucket.org/cfcfd/dgd
d http://openfoam.org/release/2-1-0/
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The mesh grading used in the presented simulations ensured a y + value smaller than unity. In the fuel-off
test case the number of cells in the first intake, second intake, combustor and nozzle were respectively equal
to 110 × 456, 110 × 300, 110 × 1454 and 110 × 718 resulting in a total of 322,080 cells with a maximum
aspect ratio of 340. For the frozen and combusting simulations the mesh size was reduced to 133,414 cells
with a maximum aspect ratio of 501 to enable a quicker analysis. From the final report of Lorrain53 (Table
7.1 without symmetry assumption) the grid sizes selected in the current study are considered to be adequate.
Table 1 summarizes the flow conditions of Lorrain’s experimental and numerical study for the fuel-off case
with u, p, T and X being respectively the velocity, static pressure, static temperature and mole fractions.
Turbulent inlet quantities were set with an intensity I of 2 % and a ratio of viscosities µt /µ equal to 5.
A thermally perfect gas is assumed with heat capacities depending on the temperature. The symmetry of
the geometry was exploited in the simulations and the walls are considered isothermal at a temperature of
300 K. This assumption is acceptable considering the very short experimental test time, on the order of
milliseconds, which is not sufficient to cause significant temperature elevations. A turbulent Prandtl number
of 0.89 was specified in both solvers for the presented results.
Table 1: Flow conditions at the inlet of the scramjet geometry for the different simulations.6
fuel-off
frozen / reacting

u (m/s)
2830
u(y)

p (Pa)
4100
p(y)

T (K)
370
T(y)

XO2 (−)
0.21
0.157

XN2 (−)
0.79
0.593

XH2 (−)
0.0
0.25

Results Firstly results have been obtained for test case “a”, a set-up with only the presence of air. The
pressure contour plot in Figure 2 shows a very similar predictive capability between both solvers.

Figure 2: The contour plot of pressure shows a similar shock structure inside the geometry between hyFoam
and Eilmer
In order to better distinguish the results from both codes, the wall pressure coefficient is presented in
Figure 3 with the experimental data of Lorrain et al.6 CFD solution from rhoFoam50 is displayed as well
in order to compare Eilmer and hyFoam with a Riemann solver-based scheme. In hyFoam, the simulations
were performed using two different limiter functions for flux interpolation (Gamma1 and van Leer) in order
to evaluate appropriate settings for scramjet type flow problems. Overall the two CFD solvers present a very
similar profile. Differences in shock positions only start to be visible after the entrance of the combustor.
Comparing with the experimental data, the simulations seem to underestimate pressure values such as the
first peak inside the combustor. Nevertheless, the location is estimated in a fair manner by all solvers. This
single peak is the result of a very close reflection of the two intake ramps shocks which then propagate as a
single shock. This is more clear in the Schlieren observations provided further below. The combustor profiles
do follow the trend of the experimental data but from the second peak onwards a shift in position is observed.
The nozzle section predictions seem to miss some fundamental behavior but comparable pressure values are
obtained by the different CFD solvers. A closer look at the combustor section in Figure 4 shows a more pronounced discrepancy between Eilmer and the OpenFOAM solvers (rhoFoam and hyFoam) from the second
shock impingement location about 16 cm downstream of the combustor entrance. A slightly better agreement
with experimental pressure is obtained using hyFoam and rhoFoam. At the end of the combustor, Eilmer,
showing a wider reflection peak (fourth shock reflection inside the combustor), is in closer agreements with
experiments. Investigation of the limiters in hyFoam showed a more oscillatory behavior of van Leer compared to Gamma1 for a same CFL setting of 0.1 . Gamma54 belongs to the category of normalised variable
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cp( )

diagram (NVD) schemes while van Leer is a total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme. The setting Gamma1
in hyFoam is the upper limit of this scheme characterized by more numerical diffusion and this is thought
to be the explanation of a smoother pressure profile compared to van Leer. On the other hand, results did
not differ much except near the end of the combustor with a much shorter and later pressure peak prediction.
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hyFoam van Leer
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Lorrain exp
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Figure 3: Wall pressure profiles for the fuel-off test case, comparison with experimental values
At the end of the nozzle (Figure 3) a weak shock reflection is captured by Eilmer and hyFoam (more
pronounced for the former solver) which is barely seen in rhoFoam. The reason could be the use of a different
mesh in the latter solver. A closer look at the physics in the region near the combustor entrance explains
the onset of the difference in positions between Eilmer and hyFoam discussed above. Figure 5 shows the
presence of a shock induced boundary layer separation bubble which was also observed by Lorrain.53 The
hyFoam results are obtained with the Gamma1 limiter which gave the most satisfactory wall pressure profile
and non-oscillatory behavior. The location of the separation region slightly differs (≈ 3.5mm) as well as the
size. This latter behavior in hyFoam is expected as the k − ω SST model tends to overpredict the size of
SWBLI regions as pointed out by Georgiadis et al.38 In terms of turbulent kinetic energy, Eilmer does predict
higher values in this region. More detailed experimental data is required in the separation region to evaluate
the prediction by Wilcox 2006 k-ω model but, in accordance with other observations of similar flows,38 a
smaller separation region should be captured. A quantitative analysis of the shock structures will help in
understanding these results. Figure 6 presents the experimental Schlieren of intake regions and combustor
entrance as well as the CFD gradients of density. The different flow features shown experimentally are visible
in the numerics with the two shocks of the intake ramps as well as the expansion wave at the combustor
entrance corner which is consistent with the previously observed wall pressure profile. The intersection point
of the entrance shock with the symmetry plane is predicted slightly earlier in Eilmer compared to hyFoam.
Given that the simulations are performed on the same grid this observation suggests the cause of a different
shock angle to be related to the numerical schemes treatment of the inviscid fluxes. This original difference
explains the shift in position of the separation bubble and consequently the pressure peaks of Figure 4. It
must be noted that, when looking at the experimental Schlieren further downstream in the combustor, the
reflected shocks do not cross at the center of the geometry. This suggests an asymmetry in the geometry
which was later confirmed.53 Consequently the pressure data also captured this asymmetry which is not
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cp( )

accounted for in the present simulations, hence explaining partly the mismatch between experimental data
and CFD. From the fuel-off analysis, no conclusion can be drawn on the better performance in accuracy of
one solver over the other.

intake 2
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Figure 4: Combustor wall pressure close-up view as predicted by hyFoam and Eilmer

Figure 5: Shock induced boundary layer separation with contour of velocity and turbulent kinetic energy for
both solvers
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nozzle

(a) Experiment6

(b) CFD

Figure 6: A comparison of the experimental Schlieren and CFD for the fuel-off conditions. Note that the
scales do not perfectly match.

For the simulations in frozen conditions the profiles of the flow variables at the entrance of the combustor
are extracted from the fuel-off results and prescribed as inlet boundary conditions. In order to account for
the presence of hydrogen the pressure profile was altered as pf rozen = pf uel−of f /(1 − XH2 ). Figure 7 shows
the inlet profiles of temperature and velocity on the left and right side respectively. A symmetry plane is at
the top and the wall at the bottom. The velocity is very similar between both solvers but the temperature
shows a significant increase in peak value in the boundary layer for hyFoam. A similar behavior is observed
for turbulent kinetic energy. The difference seems to be a consequence of the turbulence model. For the
frozen condition CFD data of pressure is available from Lorrain et al.6 and Mogavero et al.50 along a
streamline originating 1.5 mm from the lower wall at the combustor entrance as shown in Figure 8. The
hyFoam data is shown for van leer limiter only as simulations with gamma1 were not completed at the time
of writing. It is interesting to see that the results of three different CFD codes (CFD++, rhoFoam and hyFoam) on different grids are very similar. Shock positions in Eilmer slightly differ but no data is available to
assess the correctness of the observed profile. As the other three solvers use different discretization methods
but all rely on the use of the k-ω SST model, the discrepancy with Eilmer is thought to be a consequence
of this turbulence model choice. This conclusion is coherent with the observed temperature profile in Figure 7.
In terms of computational cost, hyFoam was observed to have higher global time steps than Eilmer. This
behavior is expected given the fully explicit character of the latter solver. In order to quantify the difference
the fuel-off test case was run from the converged steady state solution for an extra 10,000 steps and a CFL
setting of 0.5 in both solvers on the ARCHIE-WeSt (Academic and Research Computer Hosting Industry
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Figure 7: Temperature and velocity profiles at the entrance of the combustor for Eilmer and hyFoam.
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Figure 8: Static pressure of different CFD codes along a streamline starting 1.5 mm from the combustor’s
entrance wall
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Enterprise in the West of Scotland) High Performance Computer.55 The run used 48 Intel Xeon X5650
2.66 GHz cores (Santa Clara, CA, USA) with 48 GB RAM and 4xQDR Infiniband Interconnect computernetworking communications. The hyFoam reached 10,000 iterations after a wall-clock time of 1396 sec.
In Eilmer it took 2700 sec to perform the same number of iterations. The advantage of working with a
combination of explicit and implicit schemes in hyFoam is demonstrated. The new version of Eilmer will
address this current limitation. It must be noted that conclusions on convergence speed and grid requirements
cannot be drawn based on the studies in this work.
III..2.

Hypervelocity Dual-Mode Scramjet

Another type of scramjet flow has been selected for the comparison of both codes. The scramjet design is
a dual-mode scramjet and has been studied experimentally by Smayda et al.47 in NASA’s HyPulse facility.
Their interest focused in the higher velocity regimes where pure scram-mode was expected also referred to
as hypervelocity (above Mach 7 flight enthalpy conditions). Vogel56 performed the CFD simulations with
REACTMB, North Carolina State University’s in-house solver, to compare with the experiments. The following numerical study considers pure scram-mode.
Problem formulation Figure 9 shows a side view of the dual-mode scramjet geometry. The geometry
is inspired by the University of Virginia direct-connect Dual Mode Scramjet (DSMJ). The inlet section (red)
consists of a forebody wedge and inlet cowl redirecting the flow to a constant area rectangular isolator section
(blue + purple). Following this shock train section, the flow enters the combustor and is accelerated through
the exit nozzle (orange) after fuel injection (green). As the present study focuses on two-dimensional simulations only the inlet (red) and isolator (blue) regions are considered. Near the entrance of the combustor
chamber (purple) three-dimensionality becomes important. Vogel56 simulated the test case at equivalent
flight conditions of Mach 7 and 10 with a dynamic pressure of 47.88 kPa (1000 psf).

Figure 9: The dual-mode scramjet geometry studied in NASA’s HyPulse facility.47, 56
The geometry and mesh configuration used in the present numerical study with Eilmer and hyFoam
are given in Figure 10. The mesh contained 594,000 cells with a maximum aspect ratio of 722. Grading
towards the walls ensured y + values lower than unity. The Mach 7 equivalent flight test conditions are
recreated in this work. A 0.93 degrees angle of attack was considered in the simulations56 yielding two
velocity components as given in Table 2. Freestream turbulence levels were set to 5 % and 10 for I and
µt /µ, respectively. The walls are considered isothermal at 300 K. Just like in Lorrain’s test case, the limited
test time did not allow for significant heating of the geometry. Turbulent Prandtl number was set to 0.89 in
both solvers.
Table 2: Flow conditions at the inlet of the dual-mode scramjet geometry for Mach 7 equivalent flight
simulations.56
Mach 7

u (m/s)
2122.0

v (m/s)
34.5

p (Pa)
1179.0

T (K)
208.9

YO2 (−)
0.24
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YN2 (−)
0.76

Figure 10: Geometry and boundary conditions for the numerical study of the dual-mode scramjet. Each 4th
line is represented in every direction for clarity.

Results Figure 11 presents the gradients of density as predicted by both solvers. More complex shock
wave interactions are present at the entrance of the isolator in comparison with Lorrain’s test case. On
this representation the different flow features of this test case are clearly visible with a forebody shock, an
inlet shock redirected by the cowl, an expansion fan, a compression corner and the SWBLI responsible for a
separation bubble. Some clear difference can be seen on how the latter is captured by both codes. A thicker
separation is present in hyFoam which relies on the k-ω SST and this flow feature influences the downstream
shock train.

Figure 11: Gradient of density inside the dual-mode scramjet’s isolator for hyFoam and Eilmer
Experimental wall pressure data at the injector side is available to assess the accuracy of the CFD
simulations. Figure 12 presents the resulting profiles of Eilmer and hyFoam. Following the observations
in Lorrain’s study, simulations with Gamma1 have been performed for the latter solver. For comparison
purposes wall pressure of Vogel56 with the k-ω SST model is displayed. Vogel reported as well simulation
results with Menter’s baseline (BSL) k-ω model and observed slightly higher peak values in the isolator
section and attributed this to a discrepancy in the SWBLI of both models. Note that Vogel’s simulations are
three-dimensional and a spillage region is used near the inlet which is not accounted for in this work. The
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forebody wall pressures are very similar between all solvers. Shock positions start to differ after the start of
the expansion fan as seen in Figure 13 where a closer agreement with experimental value (x ≈ 0.61 m) is
achieved by Vogel in comparison to Eilmer and hyFoam. In terms of physics this implies that the reflection
point of the shock redirected from the inlet cowl interacting with the expansion fan induced at the entrance
of the isolator is different. A wider expansion region is predicted by both solvers studied in this work and the
reflection occurs slightly earlier in hyFoam. The origin of the discrepancy in wall pressure between Eilmer
and hyFoam is justified by a different numerical prediction of a shock induced boundary layer separation
bubble for an x-position close to 61 cm as was shown in Figure 11. The isolator entrance shocks of both
solvers are very similar as seen in Figure 14 which is a profile of Mach number across the isolator taken at
x=55 cm. This demonstrates that the SWBLI at x=0.61 m is the main cause for the shift in the downstream
shock train. Temperature profiles in Figure 15 along the same vertical line show again higher peak values in
the boundary layer regions and relates to the levels of turbulent kinetic energy.

p (kPa)

40

Eilmer
hyFoam Gamma1

Vogel exp
Vogel SST

20
0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x(m)

Figure 12: Complete geometry wall pressure comparison of CFD with experiment at injector side
After the SWBLI, the wall pressure (Figure 13) profiles of Eilmer and hyFoam have a similar trend until
the next reflection at x ≈ 0.84m. At that position hyFoam predicts a reflection further downstream compared to Vogel SST and Eilmer. The latter solver agrees better with the experimental values. The gradient
in pressure after the reflection is very similar in hyFoam and Eilmer. Consequently the shift in pressure
profile originated in this reflected region persists until the end of the geometry. In comparison to Vogel SST
both solvers underpredict the peak values. Moreover, between the first and second reflection the reference
CFD seems to capture a local minimum which is not captured on the mesh used by the present authors.
Following these wall pressure observation with Eilmer and hyFoam, the Wilcox k-ω model seems to be more
appropriate than the Menter SST version.
Just like in the Lorrain test case, larger global time steps were observed for hyFoam compared to Eilmer
which should result in reaching a converged steady-state solution more rapidly. An objective comparison
between both solvers to quantify this for the dual-mode scramjet test case has not been made.
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Figure 13: Isolator wall pressure comparison of CFD with experiment at injector side
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Figure 14: Mach number profiles of Eilmer and hy- Figure 15: Temperature profiles of Eilmer and hyFoam at x=55 cm for the dual-mode scramjet test Foam at x=55 cm for the dual-mode scramjet test
case.
case.

Both the Lorrain and the above test case have shown the importance of the turbulence model on the
resulting shock structure inside an isolator. This observation became clear from the typical shock induced
boundary layer separation bubble found near the entrance of scramjet type geometries. The early occurrence
of such a physical feature influences the downstream shock train. Wilcox 2006 k-ω model, which predicts a
smaller separation bubble compared to the k-ω SST of Menter, does seem to be a more appropriate choice.
This statement is supported by the evolution of the wall pressure data in the dual-mode scramjet geometry.
It must be demonstrated how much effect the turbulence model choice has has when a mixture enters a combustion chamber where the flow remains supersonic and mixes with fuel. The spatial discretization schemes
of both solvers are observed to play a secondary role as compared with the choice of the turbulence model
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on the final solution with only small differences observed between Eilmer and hyFoam. Consequently this
study confirmed the capability of hyFoam in addressing steady state supersonic internal flows. Improvements
could be obtained for the test cases considered in this work by implementing the Wilcox 2006 k-ω turbulence
model. In terms of computational cost, hyFoam was observed to be less demanding than Eilmer. However,
given the availability of Wilcox 2006 k-ω turbulence model, the previously validated combusting capability,29
and the developments on the way to improve the performance (unstructured and implicit) of the code for
high speed internal and external flows, Eilmer will be selected by the authors for future studies.

IV.

Conclusion

Two open-source CFD codes Eilmer and hyFoam are considered to simulate the physics of supersonic
flows for propulsion applications in a steady state. The assessment is performed with two scramjet type
test cases on the same computational grids. Regarding the computational cost hyFoam did perform better
than Eilmer which was expected given the fully explicit character of the latter code. In terms of accuracy
both solvers have a similar prediction capability when no chemical reactions are considered. The spatial discretization treatment resulted in only slight differences in inlet shock predictions. An important discrepancy
is observed in the shock induced boundary layer separation bubble, typical of scramjet flows. The reason for
this discrepancy is thought to be related the use of Wilcox 2006 (Eilmer) and Menter’s SST (hyFoam) k-ω
turbulence model. Observations on the impact of the separation region on the downstream shock train with
experimental data suggest the use of the former turbulence model to be more adequate. It must be noted
that this study needs to be pursued further to include also the effect of mesh resolution in order to eventually
compare mesh independent results for both solvers. Nevertheless, both solvers demonstrate a capability to
be used as design tools and in a next step the effect of combustion on the overall engine performance will be
evaluated.
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